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One-of-a-Kind California Water Conservation Company
'Water2Save' Receives Prestigious Award From One of the
State's Biggest Water Utilities

('After a decade of developing green technology and proving savings results my company has finally been recognized by one
of California's largest wholesale water districts.')

Gary Gelinas, Founder & CEO of 'Water2Save'

SAN DIEGO, June 4 /PRNewswire/ -- Gary Gelinas, founder of Water2Save, a water conservation company which delivers
water savings to properties with life-sustaining plants, has been inventing ways to save water for decades. His company
Water2Save, a California LLC, is now the recipient of a prestigious award given by the San Diego County Water Authority at
the 2009 Water Conservation Summit. Receiving a beautifully carved water droplet in recognition of his company's work to
invent wireless technology to save water and still keep plants alive was like winning an Oscar(R) for the engineer and water
conservation business leader. "We can live without fossil fuels, but, we can't live without water and plant life," says Gelinas,
CEO of the award-winning company.

"Water2Save is a privately held water conservation company with a vision to save water and reduce greenhouse gases in
California. Our water conservation services keep the landscape healthy, saves water and allows the plants to absorb carbon
emissions," says Tom Calderon, Director of Government Affairs for the company.

"Our pro-active patented water saving services are absolutely vital to economic growth, and sustaining our water supplies.
The company has been delivering measurable water and energy savings using daily monitoring and tracking of landscape
water usage which no other company offers. Water2Save is unique in its guarantee of savings," explains Gelinas.

The California Public Utilities Commission has sponsored pilot programs to study the linkages between water and energy
savings. Water2Save is the only company that was awarded a pilot program specifically on landscape water savings. "The
reason why the utilities finally recognized us was due to the outstanding performance we demonstrated in this pilot program
that is being managed by San Diego Gas and Electric, one of the biggest electric utilities in the state. The San Diego County
Water Authority is one of the biggest wholesalers of water in the state and is co-managing the project which has recognized
our excellence," concludes Gelinas. Water2Save uses patented wireless technology and cellular networks, and a pro-active
methodology to create a very successful green service business.

http://www.water2save.com/

SOURCE Water2Save
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